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One year in Pannonhalma

PANNONHALMA WORLD HERITAGE 
AND SURROUNDINGS

The Three Holy Days of Easter

Saint Benedict’s day

The Revitalisation of Nature in the 
Arboretum and Herbal Garden

Organ concerts in the Our Lady’s Chapel 
and in the Basilica

Blessing of our vineyards
on Saint Orban’s Day

 Lavender blossoming
and harvest in summer

Jazz and classical concerts

Events held at Viator Restaurant and on 
the tasting terrace of the Abbey Winery

The Pannonhalma Arcus Temporum
Art Festival

Family programs in
the Monastery

The blessing of herbs in August

Saint Stephen’s feast

Autumn harvest in the 6 vineyards
of the Abbey Winery

Saint Martin’s Day – family programmes

Saint John’s Day blessing of the wine

Saint Vincent’s Day –blessing
of the grapes
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With each visit Pannonhalma shows us a different face, since eachseason offers 

events,which make it worth coming back.

ARCHABBEY OF PANNONHALMA

ARCHABBEY OF PANNONHALMA



T he Archabbey, which has a history of more 
than a thousand years, was built on the 
almost 300 metre high hill located at the 

meeting point of Bakony and the Little Hungarian 
Plain, and it is easily visible from a distance. Within 
the walls of the imposing complex the same order-
of Benedictine monks still live and work, following 
the Rule of Saint Benedict of Nursia (480–547), for 
whom Grand Prince Géza, the father of King Saint Ste-
phen, founded the monastery in996. The Benedictine 
monks who lived in the monastery,which was erected 
in honour of Saint Martin of Tours, played a signifi-
cant role in both the establishment of Christianity in 

PANNONHALMA

Archabbot
Cirill T.  
Hortobágyi

Europe in the Middle Ages and in the handing down 
ofthe knowledge of classic civilisation. Besidesthe 
monastery’s pastoralrole, education became central 
to the life of the orderfrom the beginning of the 19th 
century. The modern name of Pannonhalma also 
dates back to this time,when it first emerged in the 
correspondence of the poet Ferenc Kazinczy and the 
Benedictine monk IzidorGuzmics, as the Hungarian 
name for the LatinMons Sacer Pannoniae. The Arch-
abbey of Pannonhalma and its surroundings, which 
area significantreligious, cultural and educational 
centre of Hungary, werepronounced part of the World 
Heritage in 1996.

Dear Visitor,
dear Guest!

“The monastery is in fact 
an experiment to furnish  
a small part of the world the 
ideal way.” 

This idea was not meant to be pom-
posity but rather the summary of an 
old monk’s observations. For we have 
a noble mission here, at Pannonhalma: 
we are building God’s country! This 
land is not only for Christians, but all 
benevolent people may take part in it 
if they experience the message of our 
monastery. To build God’s country, that 
is to treat plundering and depressing 
exploitation of the environment; the 
heavy conflicts of our society and man-
kind, working for reconciliation is only 
possible if it is done together. Separa-
tion or isolation will not bring success.

May it be any kind of isolation, based on 
religion, denomination, colour, nation-
al or else. Pannonhalmathus is open 
for everybody and I welcome everyone 
with the same love and as a brother: 



HISTORY
OF A

MILLENNIUM

1  In 996 Prince Géza settles the monks arriving from Bo-
hemia on the Sacred Hill of Pannónia

2  In 1001 King Saint Stephen’s Letter of Decree subordinates 
the monastery directly to the Holy  See, giving it the same 
rights as the Monastery of Montecassino

 3  In 1137 The church, which was previously been destroyed  
by a fire, is re-sanctified under Abbot David (1131–1150).

4  At the end of 1224 The newly rebuilt Basilica is sanctified 
in the presence of the Papal legate and the King’s court

5  In 1242 Abbot Uros (1207–1243) heroically defends the 
castle of Saint Martin against the Tartars

6  In 1486 King Matthias rebuilds the Cloister giving itits 
present form

7  From 1514 Pannonhalma becomes the Archabbey of the 
Benedictine order of Hungary

8  In 1586 The monks flee the monastery due to the Turkish 
occupation.

9  In 1639 The monks’ community life re-starts following 
the expulsion of the Turks, under the leadership of Ar-
chabbotMátyásPálffy(1639–1647)

10  In 1786 Joseph II bans the order
11  In 1802 Francis I reinstates the Benedictine order, in which 

education becomes its primary task
12  In 1897 The Millennium Monument in Pannonhalma is 

dedicated
13  After 1945 The lands of the order are nationalised and the 

Benedictine schools closed
14  In 1950 The grammar schools in Győr and Pannonhalma 

are permitted to re-open
15  From 1989 The 15 vicarages of the region are once again 

served by Benedictines, and the monks recommence life 
in the monasteries in Bakonybél and Tihany

16  In 1996 In December the Archabbey of Pannonhalma 
and its surroundings are pronounced part of the World 
Heritage

17  In 2003 The four-stage tourism development plan gets 
under way. The culture of grape cultivation and wine is 
revived; the new buildings of the Abbey Winery are erected

18  In 2010 Viator Abbey Restaurant and Wine Bar on the 
Kosaras Hill beside the Abbey of Pannonhalma opens its 
doors, demonstrating the hospitality of the local monks 
through the language of gastronomy. The new restaurant 
unites tradition and modernity.

19  In 2012 With the inner reconstruction of the Basilica a new 
architectural, spiritual and liturgical quality is created, 
which shapes monastic identity and liturgical practices 
at the same time. It helps to deepen our community with 
God and with each other. And even without words it shares 
something –that we would like to live and achieve– with 
our visitors.

20 In 2014 The Manor building,which once was the centre of 
agriculture is re-establishedand it hasa new function as the 
Abbey Museum. Within its walls there are two permanent 
exhibitions and one temporary. In addition our guests can 
have an inside look at the miracles of gastronomy in the 
PAUSA Abbey coffeehouse where special treats await them 
thatare made with the flavours of the Herbal Garden. 

21  In 2016 The monastery of Pannonhalma, the oldest Hun-
garian site where Saint Martin of Tours is worshipped, has 
been enshrining the memory of the saint monk–bishop for 
1000 years. The Benedictine community, which is under 
the protection of Saint Martin, celebrates the 1700-year 
anniversary of its patron saint’s birth with the events of 
Saint Martin’s Year. 
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long ago

I n his letter of foundation King Saint Stephen 
appointed the residents of the monastery of 
Pannonhalma with the task of ceaselessly 

praying for the soundness and prosperity of Hun-
gary. The monks arriving here in 996 brought the 
Christian belief with them along with Western cul-
ture. Books and literature appeared, and the de-
velopment of agriculture and handicraft followed. 
Pannonhalma survived the Tartar invasion intact 
but was unable to cope with the Turkish siege of 
the 16th century. The resurgence began in the first 
half of the 17thcentury with the reconstruction of 
the monastery as a “castle”. Later, Kaiser Joseph II 

LIFE IN THE OLD DAYS

wished to bolster the state treasury with income 
from the monastery’s lands, therefore he dismissed 
the Benedictine order of Hungary in 1786. King Fran-
cis I wanted to see the education of youth in reliable 
hands, thus he re-instated the Benedictine order in 
Hungary with the task of education in 1802. Subse-
quently, schools strongly determined the image of 
Benedictinecommunities. In the 19thcentury the 
orderprovided society with great scientists such as 
Ányos Jedlik or Gergely Czuczor. By the beginning of 
the 20th century the image by which the Benedictine 
monks are commonly known in modern day Hun-
garyhad been established: the monk-priest-teacher.



Today

M onks have time for God! They gather three 
times a day for common prayer and wor-
ship in Pannonhalma. The monks take 

the life of Jesus and his followers as their example of 
community life. Christ is the head of the community. 
According to their belief the abbot is the surrogate of 
Christ in the monastery, who guides the individual 
monks and the community in their life-long search 
for God. The monks highly appreciate this world but 
do not consider it as the final destination! This is the 
first station of their eternal life proceeding towards 
God’s Holy Realm! They are willing to forego marriage, 
wealth and vindication of self-will here on the Earth 

LIFE TODAY

for their forthcoming lives. Written at the beginning 
of the century, the Rules of Saint Benedict VI can be 
summarised thusly“Ora et laboraet lege – Pray, work 
and read”. The same ideal still pervades everyday life 
today! The monks of the monastery perform numerous 
services. They carry out pastoral work in the commu-
nities of the region, teach and educate at universities, 
secondary schools and hostels and run a social care 
home. The enterprises and institutions of the Abbey-
provide employment for more than three hundred 
people. The saying of Saint Benedict is vindicated in 
the various services: “Ut inomnibus glorificetur Deus! 
– That in all things Godmay be glorified!”



The art collections of the Archabbey are 
available at the following locations: 

TriCollis Visitor Centre
On the 1st floor of TricollisVisitor Centre guests 
can learn about the history of the Archabbey 
with the help of interactive tools.

The chart table is depicting the Pannonhalma 
Archabbey and the manorial centre of Győr- 
szentmárton – as they were in the 1840’s. If you 

Visitor’s Entrance
Several medieval works of stone masonry were 
found during the two centuries of construction 
and demolition works and the systematic histor-
ical monument-researches from the 1960’s; these 
fragments now constitute a separate collection.

This scientific collection can help us to understand 
better the long constructing-history of the first 
Hungarian Benedictine Monastery which still ex-
ists in its greater units. 

EXHIBITIONS AT 
PANNONHALMA ARCHABBEY 

want to learn about the different areas of the 
monastery’s farming touch the screen on the 
wall at the corresponding spots with the pen-
mouse.

With the help of aerial photos at certain spots 
the present picture of the contents appears as 
well. The history of the Archabbey is demon-
strated on the interactive timeline aand the ex-
act sequence of the archabbots can be tracked 
as well.

Library - Gallery
The main library, the construction of which was 
started in 1824, provided worthy frames for the 
order that revived and started to teach in 1802 to 
prepare for scientific works and organizing the 
collections. The collections placed in the side-
rooms called conclave at that time were known as 
Musaeum. The north-western side room mentioned 
asIconum,which is picture gallery, in the original 
plans still houses the Archabbey’s – by now signifi-
cant – selected pieces of high quality. 

Admission for free in the interactive show-area.
Exhibitions can be visited with the entrance ticket to the Archabbey. 

Exhibition area and Abbey Gallery
The exhibition area opening from the walkway around the monastery and the Abbey Gallery on the 

main square of the town (9090 Pannonhalma, Mátyás király u. 1-3.) provide a place for temporary 
exhibitions focusing on the theme of the cultural year of the Archabbey.

Entry to the temporary exhibitions is free.



I t is not an exaggeration to state that the 
Archabbey of Pannonhalma was Hunga-
ry’s most ancient educational institution.

Traditions of education in Pannonhalma date 
back to 996. King Saint Stephen brought his son, 
Prince Imre, to the monastery, too. The buildings 
of the grammar school are much younger though; 
building began in 1939 in an older style but was 
modern at the same time. Today the Pannonhalma 
Benedictine Boarding School is one of the leading 
schools of Hungary. More than three hundred 
students, from nearby and from the other end of 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL
the country and eventhe world, are all residents of 
the dormitory. It makes it possible for theclasses 
from grades 7 to 12 to become a community for 
life. During their school terms they can choose 
from 10 sports, 12 languages and many different 
afternoon or music activities, they can take part 
in the spiritual life of the Abbey and they can 
come to know the international relations of the 
Benedictine order. On the open day of the school 
families can learn about the everyday life of the 
school, mysteries of rooms, workshops, students’ 
dining hall or even the pet nursery.

The school,which reopened in 1950 after nationalisation, was one of eight Catholic grammar schools 
which could survive during the years of communism in Hungary.



T he greater part of the present daySaint Mar-
tin’s Basilica of Pannonhalma was built at 
the beginning of the 13th century during 

the reign of Abbot Uros (1207– 1243) in early Gothic 
style. Recent archaeological findings have shed light 
on the remains of the wall from earlier constructions. 
It was most likely consecrated in 1224. The Basilica, 
which is divided into four well-separated parts, is fifty 
metres long with three naves and carries the imprint 
of three architectural workshops. In addition to the 
work of Hungarian masters, Upper-Rhine and North-
French influences can be seen within the building. 

The technical historical curiosity of the star-domed ceiling of the late Gothic Saint Benedict Chapel 
is its hangingclosing stones: the small pillars,which hold these, are reinforced

from the inside by iron rods fixed in the attic.

BASILICA

The church was extended during the reign of King 
Matthias, the star-domed ceiling of the sanctum, 
the Eastern end of the naves and the Saint Benedict 
Chapel were all built at this time. The interior was 
completely ruined during the Turkish era. Significant 
renovation commenced in the 1720s during the reign 
of Archabbot Benedek Sajghó, then later in the 1860s 
under the leadership of FerencStorno. In more recent 
years the interior of the church was renewed based 
on the designs of the British architect John Pawsonin 
order to provide a worthy place for the monks’ liturgy 
after the Second Vatican Council. 

T he red marble gates built at the turn 
of the 17th and 18th centuries, open-
ing from the main nave of the Basilica 

on the right and left sides, imitating the Roman 
style, lead to the rectangular space of the Crypt 
covered by cross vaults resting on six pillars and 
cantilevers.

The pillars rest on wide octagonal base plates;the 
column heads and cantilevers are covered in a 
thick budding leaf motif. In the Western dome 
stages the ornamentation is enriched by sym-

THE CRYPT

boliccarved figures comprising of human heads. 
Bays have been sunk into both sidewalls of the 
Eastern dome. One is an armarium bay (storage 
place for books and liturgy instruments) while 
the other is a lavabo (small hand-washing basin).

On the straight closing wall of the Crypt three 
lunettes can be found. According to legend the 
throne-like seat bay ornamented with three lobes 
covered in red marble beneath the stairs of the 
Crypt is the chair of KingSaint Stephen;however 
it was more likely an abbot’s throne.

The heart urn of Ottó Habsburg (1912–2011) is located in the crypt.
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 Tricollis Visitor’s Center

 Abbey Visitors’ Entrance

 VIATOR Abbey Restaurant and Wine Bar

 Abbey Winery (guided tour only)

 Pausa Abbey Cafe

 Abbey Gallery

 Saint James House

 Botanical Garden

 Herbal Garden

 Tea House and Gift Shop

 Lavender distillery

 Biomass heating plant 

 Millennium memorial

 Our Lady Chapel

 Viewpoint

 Treetop walkway and viewpoint
 Annunciation Parish Church

Gift shop

Toilet

 Information 

Ticket purchase

Parking

Refreshments

Restaurant 
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Basilica
Crypt
Cloister
Library
Exibition area and Abbey Gift Shop 

AREAS OF THE ARCHABBEY  OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Way to the Visitor’s Entrance 
Recommended Audio Guide Route

Areas of the Archabbey open to the public



In the archives of the Archabbey are preserved King Saint 
Stephen’s letter of decree dated in 1001 and our oldest 
written example of Hungarian language with Hungarian 
words fitted to the Latin text; this isthe foundation letter 
of the Tihany Abbey (1055).

THE LIBRARY

T he Library has been an important part of the monastery 
since its foundation. According to a certificate from the 
era of Saint László(around 1090), by the end of the 11th 

century 80 volumes (approximately 200 works) were registered in 
Pannonhalma. In 1786 when the order was dismissed, the collec-
tion amounted to more than 4000 volumes. From the beginning 
of the 19th century after the reinstatementthe collection began to 
grow apace withthe number of books jumping in leaps.The library 
currently numbers somewhere in the region of four hundred 
thousand books. It has dozens of codices, and holds approximately 
three hundred ancient printed works. The foundation stone of the 
new library was laid during the reign of Pál Horváth,governing 
abbot,in 1825. The hall, covered by a lengthwise stave dome, was 
designed by Ferenc Engel. From 1832 an oval room was built based 
on the designs of János Páckh and side rooms were adjusted ac-
cording to it. The frescos were painted by Josef Klieber of Vienna. 
On the four sides of the ceiling of the oval room the symbols of 
the four medieval university faculties can be seen: Law, Theology, 
Medicine and Arts. The gypsum statues of Saint Stephen and 
Francis I, who reinstated the order, are also the work of Klieber. 
The main figure in the ceiling fresco is Pallas Athene (Minerva), 
the Greek goddess of Science. On the two closing walls of the 
hall the portraits of the great classic Greco-Roman artists and 
scientists can be seen. The nine portraits of the main nave show 
religious and worldly representatives of Hungarian science and 
literature. The library’s interior, designed with clean structures, 
rational temperance and generous elegance, is a building with 
one of the most harmonious interiors.

T he Archives are just as old as the Monastery itself. Within 
its walls are kept the handwritten documents related 
to the operation, institutions and management of the 

Archabbey and of the Benedictine order in Hungary. Thanks to 
careful handling the largest part of the early charters was pre-
served. Thus one of the richest and most valuable collections of 
charters from the first centuries of the Hungarian state is stored 
in Pannonhalma. The oldest piece of this collection is King Saint 
Stephen’s letter of decree dating back to 1001. Besides the three 
charters from King Saint László and the foundation letter of the 
Tihany Abbey, which is the oldest written example of Hungarian 
language and was issued in 1055, the first papal document in 
Hungary, the Bull of Pope Paschalis II written in 1102, isalso held 
here. The Archives are open only for researchers and groups 
visiting the museum for pedagogical purposes.



P orta Speciosa, this ornate gate was 
built on the site of aformer entrance 
in the southern side nave of the 

church in the 13th century, which survivedin 
a state of preservation unique in Hungary. 
The gate leads to the church from the quad-
rumorquadrature,its arches risingfrom five 
double pillars on either side, three of which 
are decorated with rich carved leafmotifs. As 
it is known from the Revelations of St. John, 
Heavenly Jerusalem possesses twelve elaborate 
gates (named after the Lamb’s twelve apos-

This is a church of a monastic community. Porta Speciosa leads to the church from the cloister, 
rather than opening from the outside world on the western façade.

PORTA SPECIOSA

tles). Porta Speciosa symbolises one of these 
twelve gates, i.e., it is also a symbol of Christ.
The monks, when going for prayer, can enter 
the church as if they were entering Heavenly 
Jerusalem. King’s gate, which can be found 
across from Porta Speciosa, is a stone-framed 
gate opening that was recently discovered in the 
northern nave of the Basilica. Its high standard 
forms leads to the conclusion of the existence 
of a palace nearby, which probably served as 
royal accommodation, and is mentioned in later 
certificates

K ing Matthias reserved the abbey for himself in 
accordance with the customs of the era, and 
exercised supervision over the operation of 

the monastery. Thus with the income from the abbey’s 
land he rebuilt the previously Roman style cloister, 
in Gothic style. The construction was completed in 
1486, as indicated by the number, which can be seen 
on the side of the corbel on the north-eastern corner 
of the cloister. The Cloister forms one of the centres 
of the monastery’s life. In the Middle Ages this was the 
point where the most important community areas 
opened from, where the monks gathered for litur-

CLOISTER

gies,and marched through the Porta Speciosa to the 
Basilicafor the chants of the mass. It also served asthe 
location for processions. The inner garden encom-
passed by the cloister’s corridor was called Paradise 
Garden (Paradisum) and was planted with herbs. The 
water-collecting tank in the middle can still be seen. 
The herbs symbolised remedies for the problems of 
the souls to the monks, and that is the reason why we 
can see plant images placed on the corbelssupporting 
the dome of the Cloister. The human faces on the sur-
vivingstones symbolise the deadly sins. The figures of 
wrath, sloth, lust and gluttony are easy to recognise.

The Cloister is not only aplace for every-day traffic but also that of meditation and prayer.



T he construction of the Our Lady Chapel 
and the crypt beneath began in 1714 by 
ArchabbotCelesztinGöncz. He was the 

first to have been buried here asthe final resting 
place of the monks. Originally it was a place of wor-
ship for the non-native population living within 
the vicinity of the abbey. The northern front wall 
of the North-South orientated church with a single 
nave is completed by a tympanum. The wooden 
tower housing the bell was built above this. A small 
sacristy is joined to the sanctuary from the east. 
The aesthetic baroque interior was formed during 
the reign of ArchabbotBenedekSajghó (1722–1768). 

A statue of Pope Saint Gregory the Great, the collector of Gregorian songs stands 
on the left side altar of the chapel. The Holy Spirit sits on the Pope’s shoulder in the form of a dove, 

and whispers melodies into his ear,which he writes down.

OUR LADY CHAPEL
Three altars and a small organ from the 18th cen-
tury can be found within. The pulpit was built 
in classicist style. The altar painting of the main 
altar framed by pillars shows the assumption of 
the Blessed Virgin Mary into Heaven. The paint-
ing on the altar on the right hand side shows the 
death of Saint Benedict the founder of the order, 
while in the painting on the left the resurrection 
of Christ is depicted. The building was renovated 
in romantic style in 1865, when the walls and gates 
were divided and decorated. The stave crypt be-
neath the church has remained the burial place 
of the monks up to today.

I n order to celebrate the millennium of the 
Magyars’ settlement in 896, seven monuments 
were erected in the Carpathian Mountain Ba-

sin in 1896 commemorating the seven Hungarian 
tribes. One of them can still be seen today in Pan-
nonhalma. In the baroque era a Calvary stood in its 
place, which was moved to the western side of the Our 
Lady Chapel in the year of the Millennium. The foun-
dation stone of the new, round chapel-like building 
was laid down in August 1896, and the building was 
dedicated in 1897. Its interior was decorated with the 
frescos of Károly Lotz’s students. The double skinned 
heightened dome made of red copper plate showing 

MILLENNIUM MONUMENT
the royal crown had to be demolished due to its poor 
condition between 1937 and1938. The building got 
its present form at that time. The statue scenes dec-
orating the porticos and the tympanum are works 
of Gyula Bezerédi. The interior of the chapel is lit 
by two windows andthe room is undivided with a 
circular shaped layout with a closed low cupola.A 
fresco of Saint Stephen’s state foundation composed 
from allegoric components can be seen on the eastern 
part of the circular wall, it was painted by VilmosAba 
Novák in 1938 but remained incomplete due to the 
death of the artist. The building and the fresco were 
restored in 1996.

The edifice was originally covered by a 26-metre high, double-shell dome 
with a colossal brass relief representing the Hungarian royal crown.



CONTEMPORARY 
ARCHITECTURE

A n old fond wish of the Abbey was to 
provide appropriate night accommo-
dation to pilgrims, wanderers and 

travellers after a full day’s visit or if they just 
stoppedby at the Abbey. Saint Jacob’s House is 
located in the Cseider valley in an almost un-
touched natural environment, near the Abbey, 
providing the perfect location for resting, con-
templationand relaxation. The resting place was 

SAINT JACOB’S HOUSE 
AND WOOD CHAPEL

built by reconstructing an existing community 
building and the construction of five new build-
ings.One of the new buildings is a conference 
room with a capacity to hold seventy people and 
the other four buildings are guesthouses classi-
fied as youth hostels. We hope that our guests’ 
return to their homes renewed both spiritually 
and physically and preserve Pannonhalma in 
their hearts after their stay.

The designers and architects of Saint Jacob’s House and the building complex 
of the originalchapel won amongst others the Award for Architecture of the Media last year 

and the first prize of AIT Global Award in 2012.

For many tourists Pannonhalma means permanen-
cy, heritage and nostalgia. In addition to the archi-
tectural styles of bygone eras the strong presence 
of the contemporary architecture is also striking 
within the building of the abbey and its vicinity. 
This suggests that a community lives here which 
is ready to progress, changing with the times and 
is open to the present. The Roman Basilica, the 
adjoining Gothic Cloister, the baroque buildings 
of the monastery or the classicist library were 
all built to the highest architectural and techni-
cal standards of the relevant eras. In this context 
it is not surprising at all, in fact it might seem 
obvious, that the recently built constructions of 
outstanding aesthetic quality – amongst others the 
Winery and the Visitors’ Centre, which were built 
in 2004, and in 2010 the Viator Abbey Restaurant, 
the visitors’ entrance and the biomass heating 
plant, which was awarded a certificate for its envi-
ronmental and energy consciousness – represent 
a clean unique style of contemporary architecture 
in Pannonhalma. This style aspiresto intensively 
connect with the puritan forms of the traditional 
monks in its simplicity..



2200 m2modelled after the manor press houses 
of the region comprises of three main parts: the 
press house, the cellar and the “well” which con-
nects the former two. The grapesfrom the 52-acres 
vineyard are processed with modern, economi-
cal winery technology operating on the basis of 
gravity flow. The “open” cellar allows insight for 
the visitors and wine lovers into the life of the 
winery that produces300,000bottles annually, 
and within the framework of an organised tasting 
they can become familiar with the products of the 
Pannonhalma Archabbey Winery.

In the past decade the Abbey intended to resus-
citate the Benedictine viti-cultural and winery 
tradition,which is basically as old as the monastery 
and was interrupted due to necessity.A complex 
of architectural outstanding standardsfitting into 
the landscape and harmonising with the spirit of 
the place was built at the South-Eastern foot of 
Saint Martin Hill benefiting from the topography 
in order to process grapes and age wine. Its loca-
tion provides a favourableclimate and efficient 
operation with the smallest possible invasion into 
the scenery of the hill. The building complex of 

WINERYT he Viator Abbey Restaurant and Wine 
Bar was opened next tothe new Vis-
itors’ Centre of the Pannonhalma 

Archabbey on the Kosaras Hill in May 2010. 
Viator is the gastronomic symbol of the Ben-
edictine monks’ community in Pannonhalma. 
Being traditional and modern at the same time, 
it offers modern gastronomy and Benedictine 
tradition and deserves the trust of the guests. 
It fits harmoniously into the wonderful envi-
ronment at the foot of the Abbey and provides a 

VIATOR ABBEY
RESTAURANT

beautiful view of the ancient monastery. Wines 
are important in the restaurant, which offers 
primarily products of the Abbey Winery but 
almost every wine region is represented on 
the menu. The meeting room situated on the 
first floor in the building offers an ideal venue 
for business meetings, trainigs, team building 
programs for 15 persons. The close location of 
Bakonyand Sokoró Hills makes Viator Restau-
rant an ideal way station where guests can rest 
and enjoy the excellent cuisine.

The Viator Abbey Restaurant and Wine bar garnered 14 points in the Gault&Millau
Restaurant Guide in 2017. 



The history of the Arboretum dates back to the 
time of the abbey’s foundation, thus this is the 
first known historical Hungarian garden. Monks in 
ancient times grew and collected herbs with great 
care for the benefit of the sick. Numerous recipes 
of Benedictine pharmacists and doctors who lived 
in Pannonhalma in the 17th-18th centuries have 
survived and can still be used todayfor the pro-
duction of various medicinal products. The herbs 
necessary for the recipes have been grown by the 
monks from the beginning in the Herbal Garden, 
which still exists on the hill east of the monastery. 
Numerous data relating to the conscious forming 
of the monastery’s natural environment and the 
natural scientific examination of the landscape 
surrounding the buildings are available from the 
first decades of the 19th century.

In 1830 as many as 80 tree and bush species were to 
be found on the Archabbey’s lands. It was through 
the design of Fábián Szeder in the 1840s that the 
current form of the arboretum took shape. In the 
protected area of twenty-two acres located on the 
Pannonhalma Natural Park, today the arboretum has 
several hundreds of tree and bush species, many of 
which are rare species and varieties in Hungary. The 
list of trees complemented by the herbaceous plants 
at the world heritage location exceeds 1200! The 
Arboretum of the Archabbey is a place for recreation 
and relaxation but it is also home to educational 
work and scientific research. 
During research performed in the Arboretum and 
its vicinity in the past centuries, the existence of 
about onehundred and fifty bird species was offi-
cially recorded.

Lavender is the best-known herb of Pannonhalma 
Archabbey. The semi-shrub originating from the 
coast of the Mediterranean Sea has been grown on 
a large area of Pannonhalma for the initiation of Fa-
ther BonifácLancsicsin the 17th century. Lavender 
oil is produced in the Abbey’s own rectifier from 
lavender grown on the Abbey’s 5,5acre plantation. 
Lavender is one of the most versatile herbs. Its tea 
is used to balance mood swings. It can be consumed 
for soothing and stress relieving purposes as well 
as a stimulant, refreshing tea. It can also be used 
to stop or ease headaches caused by fronts or mi-
graines. It is also effective when applied externally 
in the form of a bolster for the treatment of burn 
injuries, sunburn or skin rash and to ease the pain 
caused by insect stings. Its dried flower and oil is a 
well-known moth repellent.

Lavandula Angustifolia
LAVENDER

THE ARBORETUM 
(BOTANICAL GARDEN) 

AND HERBAL GARDEN



The aim of this establishment and the tasks of our 
herbal workshop were to use of the extracts of the 
plants grown in the Gardens to create herbal products 
and to promote the Benedictine traditions of monas-
tic healing. The workshop has the classic equipment 
and layout of a chemist’s and this demonstrates the 
connection to the traditions and has the message 
that our products are made with great care in re-
gards tothe pharmaceutical profession. Our guests 
are able to have a look at the working process, they 

OFFICINA SANCTI MARTINI – THE HERBAL 
WORKSHOP OF THE ARCHABBEY

OUR SHOPS
Our guests visiting Pannonhalma can buy our hand-
made cosmetic and gastronomic products in the three 
gift shops of the Archabbey: 

• Gift shop at the temporary exhibition in the
 Monastery (irregular opening hours)

• OMNIBUS gift shop on the ground floor in the  
Viator Restaurant

• Gift shop in the Tea House in the Herbal Garden 
(irregular opening hours)

Our products are available in Budapest too: 
Benedictinus Gift shop of Benedictine products
1053 Budapest, Károlyi utca 19.

Using our webshop www.apatsagitermekek.hu you 
can easily order from anywhere in Hungary. 

can gain information about creating herbal products, 
and they even can make their own herbal products  
in the framework of museum pedagogical events con-
nected to the workshop’s. Our aim,by making the 
manufacturing process visible, is to strengthen the 
trust in the reliable quality. The workshop is called 
a manufacturer because it does have a small produc-
tion volume, though it is primarily suitable for craft 
production. The products made here are unique and 
producing them is a personal, joyful process. 

T he base of Annunciation Roman Catholic 
Benedictine Church originates from the 
12-13th century. A medieval cemetery was 

situated around this area. In the 16th century a fortifi-
ed rampart was built in front of the medieval church 
platform. It was destroyed many times by fire under 
the Turkish occupation. The church was revived in 
1734 with the help of Archabbot Benedek Sajghó then 
it was reconstructed with the passionate will and help 
of Krizosztom Kruesz in 1879. 
The old sanctuary of the church was demolished; the 
nave was extended with a transept and a new sanctua-
ry. It was at this time the modern tower and the sacristy 
were built and the front of the church was formed in 
romantic style. On 9th October in 1879 the cross was 

ANNUNCIATION PARISH 
CHURCH

placed on the top of the new tower, with the inscription 
in its globe. For the memory of the 1400th anniversary 
of Saint Benedict’s blessed birthday the enlargement 
of the church was completed. (Historical source: Szil-
veszter Sólymos OSB: Győrszentmárton) Archabbot 
Asztrik Várszegi began a complete restoration in 2014 
and during the archaeological excavation the base of 
medieval gothic buttress sanctuary was found, and is 
represented on the interior wall coating. According 
to the age determination of a sample from the nave’s 
bricks it dates back to the period between 1387 and 
1437, and the excavated gothic stone carvings confirm 
this. Our hope is that with the help of the government 
and the European Union the complete renovation will 
be a worthy addition to the town of Pannonhalma.



MEGKÖZELÍTHETŐSÉG
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OPENING HOURS FOR VISITORS

For information about the programs and opening hours of the Archabbey
please call: +36 96 570 191 all year round.

On the back page: Extract from the Letters Patent for Pannonhalma Archabbey:

“But I wish to add that the monastery shall remain free of any harassment and 
the monks,  if any of their abbots leave,shall have the right to freely select a new 

abbot, to sanctify him by any bishop according to their liking and 
they shall be free to take up the orders from a bishop anywhere.”

TRICOLLIS VISITOR’S CENTER
H-9090 Pannonhalma, Vár 1.

Phone.: +36 96 570 191 • E-mail: info@osb.hu • Web: www.bences.hu

(Translation of Géza Érszegi)

From the direction of Budapest, Hegyeshalom, 
Győrtake highway 82 towards Veszprém (there is 
a sign showing Pannonhalma). From Lake Balaton 
through Veszprém also takehighway 82. From the 
direction of Székesfehérvár on highway 81 follow 
the route Kisbér-Mezőörs. 

No matter from which direction you approach our place, “like a royal throne,
Pannonhalma hovers” in front of your eyes.

Kazinczy Ferenc

GPS coordinates of the Archabbey:
N 47.555214°        E 17.759749°

Closed in the first two weeks of January.
From the third week of January – 20th of  March
21st March – 30th April
1st Mai – 31st May
1st June – 31st August
1st September – 30th September
1st Oktober – 11th November
12th November – 30th December
Closed on 24th, 25th and 31st December.

• Győr – Pannonhalma ............................... 20 km
• Budapest – Pannonhalma .......................132 km
• Tihany – Pannonhalma............................ 86 km
• Bratislava – Pannonhalma ....................... 95 km
• Vienna – Pannonhalma ......................... 140 km

ACCESSIBILITY

ARCHABBEY OF PANNONHALMA

Vienna Bratislava 

Tuesday – Sunday 10:00 -15:00, closed on Mondays
Tuesday – Sunday 9:00-16:00, closed on Mondays

Monday – Sunday 9:00-17:00
Monday – Sunday 9:00-18:00

Monday – Sunday 9:00 – 17:00
Tuesday – Sunday 9:00-16:00, closed on Mondays

Tuesday – Sunday 10:00-15:00, closed on Mondays



ADHUC AUTEM SUBIUNGENS DICO,
SIT ID IPSUM MONASTERIUM AB
OMNI INQUIETUDINE SEMOTUM, 
HABEANTQUE MONACHI POST

TRANSITUM SUI CUIUSQUE ABBATIS
ALIUM ABBATEM SECURITER ELIGENDI 

ET A QUOCUNQUE VELINT EPISCOPO
CONSECRANDI EUM; SITQUE ILLIS

LICITUM ORDINES ACCIPERE
QUOVIS LOCO ET A QUOCUNQUE

EPISCOPO.

ARCHABBEY OF PANNONHALMA


